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Dynamic Sub-GOP Forward Error Correction Code
for Real-Time Video Applications

Jimin Xiao, Tammam Tillo, Member, IEEE, Chunyu Lin, and Yao Zhao, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Reed-Solomon erasure codes are commonly studied
as a method to protect the video streams when transmitted over
unreliable networks. As a block-based error correcting code, on
one hand, enlarging the block size can enhance the performance of
the Reed-Solomon codes; on the other hand, large block size leads
to long delay which is not tolerable for real-time video applica-
tions. In this paper a novel Dynamic Sub-GOP FEC (DSGF) ap-
proach is proposed to improve the performance of Reed-Solomon
codes for video applications.With the proposed approach, the Sub-
GOP, which contains more than one video frame, is dynamically
tuned and used as the RS coding block, yet no delay is introduced.
For a fixed number of extra introduced packets, for protection,
the length of the Sub-GOP and the redundancy devoted to each
Sub-GOP becomes a constrained optimization problem. To solve
this problem, a fast greedy algorithm is proposed. Experimental re-
sults show that the proposed approach outperforms other real-time
error resilient video coding technologies.

Index Terms—Dynamic Sub-GOP, error resilience, H.264/AVC,
real-time transmission, systematic Reed-Solomon.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE H.264/AVC [1] video coding standard provides
higher coding efficiency and stronger network adaptation

capability in comparison to all the previously developed video
coding standards. However, as with previous video compres-
sion standards, it is based on a hybrid coding method, which
uses transform coding with motion compensated prediction
(MCP). Therefore, when the video bitstream is transmitted over
packet-loss networks, it suffers from error propagations and
this leads to the well-known drifting phenomenon [2], [3].
Many error-resilient techniques have been developed to

meet the requirements of video communication over lossy
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networks [4]. These techniques include intra macroblock (MB)
refreshment [5], [6], Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ) [7],
[8] and feedback-based reference picture selection (RPS) [9],
redundant picture coding with equal or lower quality [10], [11],
multiple description coding (MDC) [12], [13], and forward
error correction (FEC) coding [14]–[16]. Among those error
resilient approaches, intra macroblock refreshment, redundant
picture coding and MDC cause no additional delay, making
them suitable for delay constrained applications. However, for
the Intra MB refreshment approach, since the coding efficiency
of intra mode is typically several times lower than inter mode,
the coding efficiency is compromised dramatically. For the re-
dundant picture coding and MDC, when the redundant version
is used to replace the primary one or some of the descriptions
are lost during transmission, there would be mismatch error and
the mismatch error will propagate all over the GOP. ARQ and
RPS usually cause long delay because of the network round-trip
time, and consequently they cannot be employed for real-time
applications. For the FEC approaches, the delay depends on
the channel coding block size. In [14], the Reed-Solomon (RS)
coding block includes the whole GOP, and one GOP of delay
is caused. In [15], the RS coding block contains one block of
packets (BOP) generated from different frames, and unequal
loss protections are allocated for different packets based on both
the frame position in the GOP and the data partition to which it
belongs. For this approach, one BOP of delay is caused, and the
delay depends on the length of the BOP. Furthermore, as the
packets from one BOP are divided into two RS coding blocks
based on the data partitioning type, the performance of the RS
code is compromised. In [16], the RS code is at frame level,
and no FEC coding delay is created. However, for the frame
level FEC approach, usually the source packet number is not
big enough for the FEC code to be efficient.
In this paper, a Dynamic Sub-GOP FEC Coding (DSGF)

approach is proposed, and in this approach systematic
Reed-Solomon erasure code is used to protect the video
packets in real-time mode, while allowing to provide an
error-free version of the reference frame to stop the propagation
error. In order to enlarge the RS coding block size, all frames
in one Sub-GOP are used as RS coding block. The length of
the Sub-GOP is dynamically tuned, according to the Sub-GOP
position, the probability of packet loss, and other encoding
parameters, so as to minimize the expected total distortion of
this GOP. On the encoder side, for the systematic RS code,
the data is left unchanged and the parity packets are appended;
therefore, there is no encoding delay. Meanwhile, at the re-
ceiver end, to decode and display one frame in the Sub-GOP,
the video decoder only needs packets belonging to this frame.
If some packets of this frame get lost during transmission,
error concealment is applied to conceal the lost packets. In this
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manner, the decoder does not need to wait for all the packets
belonging to this Sub-GOP. Therefore, there is no delay on the
decoder side. Later, when the transmission of all packets of this
Sub-GOP is finished, the systematic RS decoder would try to
recover the lost packets. If enough packets are received, the
RS decoder will be able to recover all the lost packets of this
Sub-GOP, and the video decoder will re-decode this Sub-GOP
with all the received and recovered packets, updating the refer-
ence frame, so the concealment distortion would not propagate
to later frames. It is worth noticing that in our preliminary
work [17], the Sub-GOP based FEC approach was proposed
for real-time video streaming, whereas in this paper, the system
model is generalized and analyzed in a detailed way, where
the network packet loss model is extended to both random and
burst cases; moreover, the greedy allocation algorithm is newly
proposed to lower the computational complexity, which makes
the proposed scheme more feasible.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief review

of systematic RS code is provided in Section II. In Section III,
firstly the frame level Evenly FEC approach is introduced; this
approach is used as a benchmark for the real-time FEC coding.
Later the proposed DSGF approach is presented in detail. In
Section IV, some simulation results validating the proposed
approach are given. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in
Section V.

II. SYSTEMATIC REED-SOLOMON ERASURE CODE

In this section, we will briefly recall some concepts and nota-
tions about systematic Reed-Solomon (RS) erasure code, which
will be used throughout this paper. The systematic RS erasure
code has been widely used as FEC code to protect data packets
against losses in packet erasure networks. In RS code,
for every source packets, parity packets are intro-
duced to make up a codeword of packets. As long as a client
receives at least out of the packets, it can recover all the
source packets. If the received packet number is less than ,
the received source packets can still be used, because they have
been kept intact by the systematic RS encoding process. In gen-
eral, for the same code rate , increasing the value of
would enhance the performance of RS code.
One important parameter for the systematic RS code that we

will need in this paper is the remaining packet loss rate after
the RS correction, . So, for example, for the Bernoulli i.i.d
packet loss model, this parameter is determined by the value of
, , and the average network packet loss rate, . Whereas,

for the Markov burst packet loss model, is also impacted by
other parameters of the Markov model, i.e., the average burst
loss length.

A. Bernoulli i.i.d Packet Loss Model

In the Bernoulli i.i.d packet loss model, could be evaluated
as

(1)

with representing the probability of still having unre-
coverable source packets after RS correction. From now on,
we will refer to those packets as unrecoverable lost packets. To

evaluate , let us use and to denote the prob-
ability of losing packets before decoding the RS code among
the source packets and parity packets, respectively:

(2)

(3)

Since having unrecoverable lost packets is caused by losing
source packets, and at the same time losing more than
RS parity packets, then the probability of this event is

for
for

(4)

where is used to denote that no less than RS parity
packets are lost. This could be evaluated based on (3) as

(5)

B. Burst Packet Loss Model

For the burst loss model, we will use the Gilbert two-state
model because it is one of the most common models used for
multimedia transmission simulation. For this model, the for-
mula to calculate the remaining packet loss rate, , after the
RS correction was presented in [18]. It is worth noticing that, in
Gilbert two-state model, is not only determined by the value
of , , and , but also influenced by the average burst length,
and can be evaluated as follows:

(6)

where denotes the probability that consecutive
packet losses occur following a packet loss, and de-
notes the probability that consecutive packets arrive fol-
lowing one packet arrival. For the detailed procedure of calcu-
lating and , please refer to [18].

III. REAL-TIME FEC VIDEO TRANSMISSION APPROACHES

Since our objective is to design FEC video transmission
system for real-time applications while minimizing the delay
caused by the encoding stage, therefore B-frame will not be
used, so we will use the IPPP GOP structure. It is also im-
portant to note that the most commonly used applications for
real-time system are video telephony with low latency require-
ments. This application typically uses the baseline profile of
H.264/AVC, where only I-frames and P-frames are used [1]. To
make the RS code efficient, fixed length slice scheme, in terms
of byte, is used to create slices. The slice length is decided
by the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the underlying
networks. With this method, as many MBs are put into one
slice as possible under the constraint that the slice length is
no more than the target length, therefore, the length of all the
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Fig. 1. Packet padding method for the RS coding, H.264 fixed slice length
method is used, the slice length is nearly the same except for the last one.

slices except the last ones in each frame is very close to the
target slice length. As shown in Fig. 1, for the slices other than
the last slice, only very few zero bytes are padded, whereas for
the last slice of one frame, usually more dummy zero bytes are
padded. The length of each RS protection packet (i.e., parity
packet) is the same as the target slice length. In this paper, the
term packet and slice are used interchangeably, as one packet
per slice packetization method is adopted.

A. Frame-Level Evenly FEC

For real-time FEC video packet protection, one common ap-
proach is to perform RS coding in frame level, which means that
the RS coding block contains data packets from the same video
frame. Under this constraint, RS coding does not introduce any
additional delay. Let us assume the GOP length is frames,
and the th frame has source packets and RS parity
packets. If we want to provide even protection for all the GOP
frames, and taking into account that, in general, does not
change largely. Then needs to be almost constant
over all the GOP’s frames. However, taking into account that

should be an integer and that may vary from frame
to frame, so we can write as

if

if (7)

where is the parity packet rate of RS coding,
and operation is used to get the minimum integer number
greater than or equal to . From now on, we name this approach
as Evenly FEC.

B. Dynamic Sub-GOP FEC Coding

For a probability of packet loss , and transmitting packet
number , to be able to recover losses, we
need to insert redundant packets, with or equiv-
alently . In the limit case, according to the law
of large number, when , then could be as small as
, namely , which means that the inserted redun-

dancy could be as small as . In practical situations,
is impossible; in this case with the same parity packet

rate , the larger the value of is, the higher the
performance of RS code can be. Motivated by this fact, we pro-
pose to encompass packets from a Sub-GOP of frames to one
RS coding block to enlarge the value of . Fig. 2 shows one

Fig. 2. One example of RS parity packets allocation for the dynamic Sub-GOP
FEC coding approach.

example of how to generate Sub-GOPs and allocate RS parity
packets at the end of each Sub-GOP. In addition, in order tomeet
the real-time constraint, we use the systematic RS code, so the
source packets are intact in the RS coding process. Therefore,
at the receiver side, the video decoder only needs packets be-
longing to one frame to decode and display that frame. If some
packets of this frame are lost during transmission, error conceal-
ment is used to conceal them.
For easy illustration, let us take one example. We use the

second Sub-GOP in Fig. 2, i.e., Frames four and five. In
this case, the Sub-GOP contains two frames and each frame
generates four packets. The redundancy due to the RS coding
is 25%, which means for the eight source packets of this
Sub-GOP, (10, 8) RS code is applied. In one Sub-GOP, when
the first frame is encoded by the video encoder, immediately
the encoded four packets are transmitted over the network. Due
to network failure, let us assume two packets among these four
packets are dropped. Then upon receiving the two packets,
the video decoder will decode and display this frame, and for
the lost packets, error concealment is used. In this manner,
no additional delay is introduced. Later, the second frame is
encoded, generating another four source packets. Meanwhile,
as the second frame is the last frame in this Sub-GOP, two RS
parity packets are generated for the eight source packets of this
Sub-GOP. Suppose this time the four source packets and the
two RS parity packets successfully arrive at the receiver side
without any loss. In this case, at the receiver side, the (10,8) RS
decoder will be able to recover the two lost packets, so the video
decoder will re-decode the first frame of this Sub-GOP with the
two received source packets and the two recovered packets, and
update the reference frame buffer. In this case there will be no
distortion in the second frame, and no error would propagate to
the incoming frames. However, if the Evenly FEC approach is
adopted, with the same amount of redundancy, for each frame
(5,4) RS code will be used. The RS code would not be able to
recover the two lost packets of the first frame; eventually the
concealment distortion propagates to all the following frames,
and severely degrades the video quality at the receiver side. In
this illustrative simplified example, both the Evenly FEC and
DSGF approach use the same amount of RS parity packets,
and in both cases, no additional delay is introduced. However,
the advantage of the DSGF approach is obvious, because this
approach is able to restrict concealment distortion in very few
frames.
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C. Optimal Sub-GOP Size and RS Packet Allocation

As described above, using the RS protection in Sub-GOP
level could be better than in frame level, but the problem of
how to divide frames into Sub-GOPs and how to allocate the
RS parity packets among all the Sub-GOPs will be addressed in
the following. To tackle this problem we have to note that, on
one hand, if the Sub-GOP includes too few frames, the value of
for the RS code will not be large enough to make the RS code

efficient. On the other hand, if the Sub-GOP includes too many
frames, as the RS correction codes will not be available until
the last frame of this Sub-GOP, the quality of those frames be-
fore the last frame would degrade significantly. Consequently,
the Sub-GOP length should be properly tuned to increase the
efficiency.
In general, I-frame generates much more bits than P-frame,

and therefore more source packets are produced for I-frame. In
our DSGF approach, for the I-frame we provide RS protection
in frame level, the same as Evenly FEC approach, whereas for
the P-frame we allocate RS parity packets in Sub-GOP level.
Our objective is to optimally allocate Sub-GOP and RS parity
packets and minimize the expected total distortion of this GOP.
For easy access, all the notations, used in the optimal alloca-
tion process, are listed in the table provided in the Appendix.
To do the optimal allocation, we need to know the detailed
information of this GOP, including the slice number in each
frame, the concealment distortion caused by losing each slice,
and how the distortion propagates. However, those information
are not available for real-time on-the-fly transmission system. In
light of such circumstance, we established a model to represent
these information. The model parameters include the number
of P-frames in one GOP, , and the average number of slices
in each P-frame, . For simplicity, let us assume the value of
is unchanged. This assumption is more accurate for low mo-

tion video with little change in the content. The expected con-
cealment distortion of losing one packet is , the distortion in
current frame propagates to the following frames, and the atten-
uation function of the distortion is . This means if the con-
cealment distortion of one slice is , it will propagate to the fol-
lowing frames and become after frames. For the sake of
simplicity, the function is employed.
This expression approximates, at low levels of attenuation, the
function and
reported in [19] and [20], respectively, , , and being pa-
rameters to be selected. Let us assume that distortion caused
by losing slices are uncorrelated, and in this case, the total ex-
pected distortion for the whole GOP is the sum of all the ex-
pected distortions caused by individual slices. The assumption
on slice concealment distortion uncorrelation is reasonable. In
fact, concealment distortions can be considered as uncorrelated
with the pixel values; then concealment distortions caused by
losing different slices can also be considered as uncorrelated.
The additive distortion model has been verified experimentally
in [10]. For the P-frames in one GOP, the total allocated RS
parity packet number is ; here is the parity packet
rate of RS coding. We use to denote the number of RS
parity packet for P-frame :

(8)

Fig. 2 shows one example of how RS parity packets are allo-
cated. We assume there are totally positions where we insert
RS parity packets, with frame number , whereas
other positions have no RS parity packets. The number of RS
parity packets are . In the example of
Fig. 2, we allocate RS parity packets in the three positions
, the 3 positions are , , , and RS

packet number is , , . The
RS parity packets allocated under the Frame are used
to protect the frames from to . Therefore, the
parameters of RS code for this Sub-GOP are

and . We use
to denote the expected distortion caused by

losing packets from Frame to . It is important to
note that does not only include the distortion
in frames from to , but also accounts for the prop-
agated distortion in subsequent frames:

(9)

As described in (9), the distortion is caused
by two parts: is the expected distortion
within frames to . For those frames, the recov-
ering capability of RS code cannot be used by the time when
those frames are decoded and displayed. The subscript means
that accounts for the internal distortion
and their propagated distortion only within frames to

due to the eventual losses in the frames. The error
propagation to frames outside this Sub-GOP is not accounted
in this term. Whereas, is the sum of expected distor-
tion in Frame and it also accounts for the propagated dis-
tortion in the subsequent frames. The subscript denotes that
this term includes the propagated distortion to frames beyond
this Sub-GOP. Note that by the time of decoding and displaying
Frame , the RS code would try to recover the lost source
packets within this Sub-GOP, but when the packet loss number
in this Sub-GOP is beyond the recovery capability of RS code,
the RS code would not be able to recover the lost packets.
For the term , as from Frame to

, the expected number of lost packets for each frame
is , and by taking the error propagation inside this Sub-GOP
into consideration, we get

(10)

where .
Now let us evaluate the term . To do this, we

have to note that from Frame to Frame , there
are source packets, while the RS parity packet
number is . Firstly, let us evaluate the expected distor-
tion in Frame , , taking into account the error
propagation from previous frames inside this Sub-GOP:

(11)

with being the expected number of unrecoverable lost packets
among Frame to Frame , and this is

, where is the remaining packet loss rate after the RS
correction. The detailed process to calculate has been given in
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Section II for both i.i.d and burst model. Therefore, the expected
number of unrecoverable lost packets in each frame would be

. Given that the distortion in Frame will
propagate to the end of this GOP, therefore

(12)

At this point, and can
be used to calculate the expected distortion caused by each
Sub-GOP using (9). By adding up the expected distortion
caused by each Sub-GOP, we evaluate the total expected
distortion for the whole GOP, , as in (13), shown at the
bottom of the page where condition means that the last
Sub-GOP has RS parity packets, whereas means there
are no RS parity packets for it.
Finally, the optimization problem can be formulated as the

following constrained minimization:

(14)

D. Greedy Algorithm for Fast RS Parity Packet Allocation

It is computational prohibitive to get the global optimal
solution for (13). When one GOP includes P-frames, and the
RS parity packet number for P-frames is , there are totally

possible allocation solutions. For example, if the
GOP length is and the number of RS parity packet is

, there would be possible allocation
solutions. Obviously, calculating the value of using (13)
for all the allocation patterns is impossible. Since it
is computational prohibitive to get the global optimal solution,
we propose to use a greedy algorithm to get a sub-optimal RS
parity packet allocation. In this algorithm, each time one RS
parity packet is allocated, by trying to allocate this packet for
all possible positions, while calculating the value of
using (13) for all these positions, then the algorithm chooses
to allocate the RS packet to the position which makes
minimum. Suppose adding the RS parity to Frame would
make minimum, then . By iterating the
previous steps times, all the parity packets will be allocated.
With this greedy algorithm, allocating RS parity packets
to P-frames will have a computational complexity order
of , which is much less than . The detailed
procedure of greedy RS parity packet allocation algorithm is
shown in Algorithm. 1.

Algorithm 1: Greedy RS parity packets allocation algorithm

for to L do

end for

for to R do

for to L do

calculate using Equation (13)

if then

end if

end for

end for

Fig. 3 shows two practical examples of how to divide
P-frames into Sub-GOP and allocate the RS parity packets
among all the Sub-GOPs with the greedy algorithm. These
results have been obtained by assuming that one GOP has 30
P-frames, each P-frame includes 5 or 10 slices, the value of is
0.95, the packet loss rate is 5% with i.i.d model, and the parity
packet rate is 20%. It is interesting to find some regular patterns
behind the allocations. Firstly, in general, the P-frames at the
beginning of the GOP have more RS parity packets than those
at the end of the GOP. In Fig. 3(a), the first 2 Sub-GOPs have 4
RS parity packets for each Sub-GOP, the subsequent Sub-GOP
has 3 RS parity packets, and so on. Whereas, for the last frame
in the GOP, no RS parity packets are allocated. This is because
any distortion in the front frames will propagate to the fol-
lowing frames, and usually losing one packet in the front frame
would lead to more distortion for the whole GOP than losing
one in the end. Therefore, it is reasonable to allocate more RS
parity packets to the frames at the beginning of GOP. Secondly,
it is important to note that at the beginning of the GOP, one
Sub-GOP usually contains more frames than the Sub-GOP in
the end of the GOP. In Fig. 3(a), the first 8 Sub-GOPs include 3
frames, the 9th Sub-GOP contains 2 frames, while the 10th and
11th Sub-GOPs contain only one frame. This is also because the
distortion propagation paths in the frames at the beginning of a
GOP are long. So putting more frames into one Sub-GOP can
make the value of large, which means that the RS code can
recover the lost packets with higher probability, and eventually
effectively cut down the error propagation. Thirdly, comparing
results in Fig. 3(a) with Fig. 3(b), the average Sub-GOP length
in Fig. 3(a) is larger than that in Fig. 3(b). This is because the

for
(13)
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Fig. 3. RS allocation example with the greedy algorithm; packet loss rate
; one GOP has 30 P-frames; RS parity packet rate ; each frame

includes slices. (a) . (b) .

number of slices in each frame, , is large in Fig. 3(b), and
there is no need to put as many frames into one Sub-GOP as in
Fig. 3(a).

E. Adaptive Estimation of the Attenuation Factor

As described above, in the Sub-GOP and RS packet alloca-
tion process, we need to know the distortion attenuation func-
tion . However, for various video se-
quences, the attenuation factor is different; at the same time,
for one specific video sequence, the parameter changes with
time. Therefore one possible solution to determine would be
to adaptively estimate its value at the end of each GOP, and to
use this for the next GOP. The detailed process is as follows.
While encoding the GOP, its slices will be decoded, and only
one slice is assumed to be lost during the decoding process.
So if we assume this slice is in Frame , then, and because
of the error propagation, the distortion due to this emulated
loss will be ; here is the
length of the GOP. These distortions could be obtained by com-
paring the decoded sequence with the emulated loss with the
error-free version. At the end of the GOP, could be evaluated
as . Given the fact that the at-
tenuation factor changes slowly, the estimated could be used
to do the RS allocation of the following GOP. In addition, the

Fig. 4. PSNR versus bitrate for fixed value and adaptive for the
DSGF approach; CIF Foreman sequence is used; GOP length is 30; packet loss
rate is 5%; parity packet rate is 20%.

value of could be updated at the end of each GOP by running
the previous procedure for each current GOP. More accurate es-
timation of could be obtained by emulating the loss of more
than one slice.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Our simulation setting is built on the JM14.0 [21] H.264
codec. CIF video sequence Foreman, Bus, and Stefan are used
for the simulations. We select these three sequences because
they represent different motion characteristics. Foreman has
moderate movement and video texture, Bus has fast and trans-
lational movement, whereas Stefan has fast movement with
different motion directions. The GOP structure is IPPP, and
GOP length is 30 frames. The reference frame number is 1; in
other words, only the previous frame is used for prediction.
One slice is transmitted in one packet; taking the MTU of
wireless network into account, we set the target slice length as
400 bytes. We use the average luminance PSNR to assess the
objective video quality, which is denoted as ; this
is obtained by evaluating the mean squared error (mse) over all
the frames and over 200 trials. Then the value of
is calculated based on the averaged mse. In order to have a
fair comparison, we compare the proposed DSGF approach
with RS-MDC [10] and Evenly FEC approach, because all
those approaches meet the real-time constraint and cause no
additional delay. In the following simulations, we assume the
packet loss follows the i.i.d model, unless burst packet loss
model is explicitly specified. In Fig. 4, we compare the effects
of using adaptive value with fixed value. For the fixed
case, we choose , which means the distortion will

propagate without attenuation. It is interesting to note the gap
between the two curves is rather narrow (always less than
0.5 dB), especially in high bitrate. Taking into consideration
the huge computational resource for adaptively estimating the
value, we use in all the following simulations for

simplicity. It is important to point out that with the adaptive
estimation method described in Section III-E, the performance
of the proposed approach is expected to be further enhanced.
In the first set of simulations, we study the effects of allo-

cating different parity packet rates for RS code. The network
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Fig. 5. PSNR versus bitrate for various parity packet rate ; CIF Foreman se-
quence is used; packet loss rate is 5%; RS parity packet rate includes 15%,
20%, 25%, and 30%.

packet loss is an i.i.d random process; for the same packet loss
rate , we try different , including 15%, 20%, 25%,
and 30%. We do simulations with various quantization param-
eters (QP) to span a considerable bitrate range. Fig. 5 shows
the PSNR versus bitrate with different RS parity packet rates .
The PSNR curve for parity packet rate 15% is much lower than
other cases in all bitrate. In intermediate and high bitrate, the
PSNR curves for , 25%, and 30% are very close, while
in low bitrate, higher redundant rate can provide better PSNR.
This is because in low bitrate, the slice number in each frame
is small, which makes the performance of RS low, and high RS
parity packet rate is required to compensate this. In general, the
PSNR curves for redundant rate 20%, 25%, and 30% are sim-
ilar; consequently, in the following simulations, we use parity
packet rates 20% for 5% packet loss. Similarly, in later simula-
tions, 40% RS parity packet rate is used for 10% packet loss.
Figs. 6 and 7 compare the performance of different ap-

proaches in term of PSNR versus bitrate and for random packet
loss rate 5% and 10%, respectively. As mentioned above, for
DSFG and Evenly FEC for the packet loss rate 5% and 10%, the
RS coding redundancy is 20% and 40%, respectively, whereas
for the RS-MDC, the redundancy is tuned as described in [10].
The proposed DSGF approach always outperforms RS-MDC
and Evenly FEC in all the simulation environments. For all
the Foreman, Bus, and Stefan sequences, the gain over Evenly
FEC can be more than 2 dB in low bitrate when packet loss
rate is 5%, and the gain over RS-MDC could be over 4 dB in
high bitrate when packet loss rate is 10%. It is very interesting
to note that the gap between the DSGF and Evenly FEC is
larger in low bitrate than in high bitrate. This is because in
high bitrate, more packets are generated for each frame, and
consequently, for the frame level Evenly FEC approach, the
value of is relatively large to make the RS coding efficient.
In Fig. 8, for the Foreman and Stefan sequences, the PSNR

of each frame in one GOP are plotted. In each Sub-GOP, the
video quality degrades frame by frame gradually because of
the random packet loss. However, at the end of each Sub-GOP,
with high probability, the RS parity packets will be able to re-
cover all the lost packets of this Sub-GOP, so the PSNR of the
last frame of each Sub-GOP is higher than other frames in this

Fig. 6. PSNR versus bitrate curves; the network packet loss rate is 5% and the
parity packet rate is 20%. (a) Foreman sequence. (b) Bus sequence. (c) Stefan
sequence.

Sub-GOP. All these factors make the video frame PSNR fluc-
tuate, with a period the same as the Sub-GOP length. Never-
theless, for the majority of the frames in one GOP, PSNR of
the proposed approach is higher than that of Evenly FEC ap-
proach and RS-MDC. In fact, among the 30 frames, only 6 and 3
frames have PSNR lower than that of the Evenly FEC approach
for the Foreman and Stefan sequences, respectively; whereas
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Fig. 7. PSNR versus bitrate curves; the network packet loss rate is 10% and
the parity packet rate is 40%. (a) Foreman sequence. (b) Bus sequence. (c)
Stefan sequence.

almost all frames have better video quality than RS-MDC, al-
though RS-MDC has some extra bitrate. It is worth noticing that
for some video frames, PSNR of the proposed approach is more
than 3 dB higher than that of the Evenly FEC approach, and
for the second half of the GOP, our approach outperforms the
Evenly FEC approach and RS-MDC significantly. Note that for
the first frame in this GOP, which is I-frame, the video quality of

Fig. 8. Video quality versus frame number in one GOP with length 30; packet
loss rate is 5%; parity packet rate is 20%. (a) CIF Foreman sequence;
; bitrate for the proposed approach and the Evenly FEC approach is 707.9

Kbps, for RS-MDC is 746.5 Kbps. (b) CIF Stefan sequence; ; bitrate
for the proposed approach and the Evenly FEC approach is 845.4 Kbps; for
RS-MDC is 870.5 Kbps.

the proposed approach and Evenly FEC approach is the same,
more than 0.8 dB better than RS-MDC. This is because the slice
number in the I-frame is large, and that makes the RS code effi-
cient, thereby providing higher PSNR than RS-MDC. It is worth
noticing that similar results have been obtained for the Bus se-
quence. With the proposed approach, although the video quality
rises and falls, this would not lead to inferior visual percep-
tion. To demonstrate that, two consecutive video frames after
random packet loss are provided in Fig. 9 for the Foreman se-
quence, with the 10th frame has 38.27 dB and the 11th frame
has 35.20 dB of PSNR. Despite the 3 dB PSNR gap, human
eyes can hardly distinguish this quality fluctuation. In order to
better visualize the video quality, the most damaged area in the
11th frame is zoomed in. We select this area because the slice
that covers this area is lost, and concealment process is invoked;
moreover, there is some motion in this area. However, even in
this area, as we can see, the video quality is still acceptable.1

In all the previous experiments, the channel packet loss rate
is assumed to be available at the video transmitter side. This can

1For the subjective visual quality, more results are provided in http://www.
mmtlab.com/Download.ashx.
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Fig. 9. Two consecutive frame in one decoded sequence after random packet
loss . (a) 10th frame, with PSNR 38.27 dB. (b) 11th frame, with
PSNR 35.20 dB. (c) Zoom in the most damaged area in the 11th frame.

be implemented with the real time control protocol (RTCP) [22].
However, in practical situations, feedback packet loss rate infor-
mation may be delayed from the video receiver. Therefore, the
packet loss rate may not be exactly identical to the actual packet
loss rate. To further evaluate the performances of the proposed
DSGF approach in this scenario, we assume the packet loss rate
is 10%; therefore the redundancy of the RS-MDC is tailored
for 10% packet loss rate, as proposed in [10]. This will lead
to 36.5% of redundancy with QP 26 and GOP length 30, and
it is worth noticing that this amount of redundancy is optimal
for RS-MDC for this specific transmission scenario. In order to
have fair comparison with other approaches, this amount of re-
dundancy and the same QP has been used for Evenly FEC and
the DSGF approach. This will generate the same total bitrate
for the three approaches. The actual packet loss rate is varied
from 0 to 20%. In Fig. 10, the video qualities of the three ap-
proaches under different packet loss rates are plotted. As we can
see, the PSNR of the proposed DSGF approach is the highest
among the three approaches, which means when there is packet
loss rate fluctuation, the proposed approach can still provide the
best video quality. Meanwhile, the gap between the DSGF ap-
proach and Evenly FEC increases with packet loss rate; that is
because in this case, the RS parity packet rate is fixed, in-
creasing the packet loss rate makes the redundancy relatively
small comparing to the packet loss rate. In this case, it becomes

Fig. 10. Video quality versus different packet loss rate; CIF Foreman sequence
is used; QP is 26; GOP length 30; the redundancy of the three approaches is

.

more important to group frames together in order to increase the
efficiency of RS coding.
In order to validate the performance of the proposed DSGF

approach in different error distribution models, some additional
results are provided for real Internet packet loss pattern and
Gilbert burst loss pattern. In Fig. 11, the average PSNR versus
bitrate for real Internet environments are presented, for the
Foreman and Stefan sequences. The packet loss pattern for
the Internet experiments specified in the file 10 of Q15-I-16r
[23] is used to emulate the real Internet environments. This
has an actual packet loss rate of 11.38%. From the results,
we could note that, in the real Internet environments, the
proposed DSGF approach outperforms RS-MDC and Evenly
FEC, which is similar to the results obtained in the i.i.d packet
loss environment. In Fig. 12, we compare the proposed DSGF
approach with the other two approaches in Gilbert burst loss
environment. As indicated in [24], we set the average burst
length as two, and since burst packet loss usually requires
higher redundancy comparing to i.i.d loss, 60% parity packets
are inserted for the 10% average packet loss rate for both the
DSGF and Evenly FEC approaches. In burst loss environment,
the DSGF approach outperforms the Evenly FEC significantly,
with an average gain of more than 2 dB, being higher than that
in i.i.d case [Fig. 7(a)]. This is because, in burst loss environ-
ment, consecutive packets tend to be lost together; in this case,
FEC coding at Sub-GOP level can mitigate this kind of loss
more efficiently than Evenly FEC. It is also noted that, in burst
loss environment, the gain over the RS-MDC is lower than that
in i.i.d case [Fig. 7(a)]. This is due to the packet arrangement
in RS-MDC. In fact, in RS-MDC, for each frame, redundant
packets are grouped together and sent sequentially before the
primary packets. In this case, the probability of losing both
primary and redundant packets for the same video content
becomes quite low. Nevertheless, in all the bitrate higher than
500 kbps, the DSGF approach provides much higher PSNR
than RS-MDC, and the gap increases dramatically with bitrate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a real-time FEC video transmission approach
has been proposed. We firstly presented the general idea of this
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Fig. 11. PSNR versus bitrate curves; the network packet loss follows the pat-
tern in file 10 of Q15-I-16r; is 40%. (a) Foreman sequence. (b) Stefan se-
quence.

Fig. 12. PSNR versus bitrate curves for the Foreman sequence; the packet loss
rate is 10%; average burst length is two; is 60%.

approach; then the theoretical model for creating Sub-GOP and
allocating FEC protection packets was given. With this model,
the allocation problem became a constrained optimization
problem. To resolve it, a fast greedy algorithm was proposed.
In order to validate the proposed approach, its performance was
compared with other real-time error resilient approaches, such

TABLE I
ALL THE IMPORTANT NOTATIONS USED THROUGHOUT THIS PAPER

as RS-MDC and Evenly FEC. Experimental results demon-
strated that the proposed approach had considerable practical
value for real-time applications.
One direction for future work would be to take the network

transmission delay into consideration in the Sub-GOP and
protection packet allocation process. For such a system, certain
amount of end-to-end delay would be allowed for video packet
transmission. In this case, how to allocate the Sub-GOP and
protection packets becomes another constraint optimization
problem. Moreover, as certain amount of delay is allowed,
introducing the B-frames into such system is also worth inves-
tigating, since typically B-frames provide higher compression
performance comparing to the I-frames and P-frames.

APPENDIX

Table I lists all the important notations used throughout this
paper.
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